Multimedia-based ontology construction and reasoning have recently been recognized as two important issues in video search, particularly for bridging semantic gap. The lack of coincidence between low-level features and user expectation makes concept-based ontology reasoning an attractive midlevel framework for interpreting high-level semantics. In this paper, we propose a novel model, namely ontology-enriched semantic space (OSS), to provide a computable platform for modeling and reasoning concepts in a linear space. OSS enlightens the possibility of answering conceptual questions such as a high coverage of semantic space with minimal set of concepts, and the set of concepts to be developed for video search. More importantly, the query-to-concept mapping can be more reasonably conducted by guaranteeing the uniform and consistent comparison of concept scores for video search. We explore OSS for several tasks including conceptbased video search, word sense disambiguation and multimodality fusion. Our empirical findings show that OSS is a feasible solution to timely issues such as the measurement of concept combination and query-concept dependent fusion.
INTRODUCTION
Semantic-based retrieval has been one of the long-term goals in multimedia computing. Traditional content-based approaches of deriving semantics purely based on low-level features have proven their limitations in conquering the socalled semantic gap. Modern approaches enable the semantic search by pooling a set of concepts and thus forming a semantic space to facilitate the high-level understanding of user queries and low-level features [2, 3, 18, 19, 22] . The search methodology is usually referred to as the conceptbased video search, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The sensory gap from user queries to raw data is bridged with a pool of concepts enriched with general-purpose vocabularies, for instance, from ontology (e.g., WordNet) and external information (e.g., Internet). Basically, a set of concept detectors is developed to represent the high-level semantics. The detectors are automatically learnt with training examples described by multi-modality features. Given a user query, the best set of concepts that can describe the semantic of query is reasoned through the vocabularies. A search list is then produced by ranking items (e.g., shots) according to their signal responses to the selected concept detectors.
Under the concept-based retrieval framework as depicted in Figure 1 , there are several issues remain challenging. One fundamental problem is: which concept detectors should be and are feasible to be developed for search [6, 7, 15] ? Ideally, the concept set could provide a high coverage of semantic space and is general and frequent enough so as to answer as many queries as possible [17] . On the other hand, given the concept set, the mapping ambiguity between queries and concepts need to be carefully resolved. A common solution is to consider the mapping through ontology reasoning [19, 22] , or more precisely selecting the concepts, which minimize the linguistic distance with query terms. In the cur-rent state-of-the-art, these two issues (concept development and query-concept mapping) are normally considered separately, where they are treated as two independent components. More specifically, the set of developed concepts is not exploited for query-concept mapping, and contradictorily, the mapping is locally determined in another semantic space spanned by a completely different (and much larger) concept space. This inconsistency indeed causes the similarity scores of query terms and concepts not directly comparable, resulting in less meaningful matching when finding the "best concepts" to interpret query semantic.
In this paper, we propose a novel model called Ontologyenriched Semantic Space (OSS) to jointly consider the two aforementioned issues. First, we address the scalability issue of which set of detectors should be developed. We argue that scalability should be grounded on the generalization power of detectors in spanning the semantic space. OSS is a linear space spanned by a set of basis concepts modeled with ontology knowledge. Each basis is deliberately arranged to cover an approximately equal portion of subspace in OSS. Under this arrangement, the space can be generalized to answer queries even for unseen concept detectors. Secondly, OSS provides a computable space where the query-concept mapping can be directly reasoned. Because the concept relations are inherently encapsulated via linguistic similarity, OSS allows a uniform and global way of choosing detectors for query answering.
The conventional query-concept mapping is conducted by linearly arranging the available detectors as a concept list. Given the query terms, the desired detectors are identified from the list with ontology reasoning or linguistic measure [19, 22] . Denote Q = {q1, . . . , qm} as a text query with m terms, and C = {c1, . . . , cn} as the list with n concepts. Typically a matrix L whose entry l(i, j) represents the linguistic similarity between a query term qi and a concept cj is computed via ontology. The top-k concepts which receive the highest scores in L are then selected for retrieval. We argue that the similarities in entries l(i, j) are not comparable, since each similarity represents a local decision computed from a branch (or sub-tree) of ontology. Each branch has properties such as information content and depth peculiar only to the context of a branch. Consequently, the similarities across branches are not uniform. Comparing the similarities inferred from two different branches (e.g., transport and fruit) each having different properties results in global inconsistence. This indeed causes the selection of top-k concepts arbitrary. Take Figure 2 (a) as an example, let concepts a to e as children and v1 to v3 as ancestors. Using measure such as Resnik [20] , the concept pairs (a, b) and (a, c) will be the same, although (a, c) sharing another ancestor v2 and intuitively should be more alike. On the other hand, the similarity scores of (d, e) and (a, b) cannot be reasonably measured as they reside in different parts of the ontology which carry different statistic and structural information.
OSS aims to provide a computable platform that allows uniform and global comparison of concept pairs. cepts a-e to the metric space with ontology reasoning. Such framework indeed sights several opportunities. First, the basis concepts provide a high coverage of semantic space, and are probably the ones that should be developed if they are feasible to be built with the current technology. Secondly, in contrast to the examples in Figure 2 (a), the space guarantees global consistency in comparing the concept pairs like (a, b), (a, c) and (d, e). An intuitive explanation of OSS is that the space is linearly constructed to model the available set of concepts. The expressive power of OSS is linguistically spanned with a set of basis concepts, which is easier to generalize, not only to the available concept detectors but also to the unseen concepts. With OSS, we explore several search related tasks including concept selection and modality fusion in this paper. The major contributions of our works are briefly summarized as follows:
• Scalability: Building detectors for all concepts is impossible and not necessarily [7, 15] . A practical question is which detectors should be developed given the information at hand. Compared to recent works in [15] , OSS provides another novel view of selecting concepts which have higher generalization ability in query answering.
• Query-concept mapping: With OSS, the mapping is no longer a local similarity comparison. Global consistency is ensured so that the selection of concepts becomes meaningful.
• Multi-modality fusion: A by-product of OSS is concept clusters. We demonstrate that the clusters can be exploited effectively for fusing the outcomes of conceptbased search (visual) and ASR search (text), by taking into account the reliability of concept detectors.
• Query disambiguation: User queries are mostly ambiguous. We explore OSS to predict the search intention by finding the exact senses of query terms.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 proposes OSS, while Section 4 explores OSS for tasks such as concept development and query-concept mapping. Section 5 presents the experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and pinpoints future directions.
RELATED WORK
Concept-based video retrieval has recently attracted a new spurt of research attention, attributed to its potential in bridging semantic gap. Two critical efforts are the detection of semantic concepts and the utilization of concepts as "semantic filters" for query answering. The current activities in LSCOM [17] , MediaMill-101 [24] and TRECVID [25] further boost the common interest in building a largescale ontology suitable for multimedia search and annotation. With these efforts and activities, encouraging findings have been reported regarding the usefulness of concepts for video search, compared to search with low-level features and text keywords [3, 19, 22, 23] .
While encouraging, the issues of building concept ontology and performing query-concept mapping remain open and unsolved [3, 15, 23] . Multimedia and visual based ontology construction has been previously addressed in [8, 9, 16, 22, 26] . The construction mostly involves the manual mapping of visual elements to textual concept entities provided by shared vocabularies. In [9] , WordNet is extended with visual tags describing properties such as visibility, motion and frequency of occurrence. In [8] , based on WordNet and MPEG-7, a visual ontology is created by linking visual and general concepts. In view of the richness of human vocabularies and the need for domain experts in tagging or creating links, the scalability of these approaches still remains unclear. A relatively straightforward approach is recently proposed in [22] by directly attaching concept detectors to WordNet synsets. The semantically enriched detectors can thus utilize contextual information provided by WordNet. In addition to the ontologies built on the basis of generalpurpose vocabularies, domain specific multimedia ontology is also investigated in [16, 26] . In [26] , two animal domain ontologies are constructed separately for textual and visual descriptions. The study indicates that the ontologies are useful for image retrieval. Different from the existing ontology construction [8, 9, 22] , our approach utilizes concepts to construct a semantic space which is computable and more viable for query-concept mapping.
Depending on the types (visual or text) of queries, the mapping from queries to concepts can be performed with detectors [2, 18] or resources such as ontology [19, 23, 22 ], text description [22] or co-occurrence statistic [2, 19] . For queries with image or video examples, the mapping is equivalent to pattern recognition problem. The responses of detectors basically indicate the likelihood of corresponding concepts present in queries. In [22] , the best confident detector is selected, while in [2] a vector space model indicating the probabilities of concepts is utilized for search. For text queries, the mapping is usually performed through ontology reasoning which includes two steps: word sense disambiguation (WSD) and concept selection. In WSD, the exact senses (meanings) of query terms are estimated by checking the possible sense combinations through vocabularies. A popular algorithm for WSD is Lesk algorithm [1, 5] which automatically extracts the actual sense of each term. By knowing the senses of query terms, various ontology similarity measures can be directly employed for computing the association between terms and concepts. Popular measures include Resnik [20] , JCN [11] and WUP [27] which consider ontological properties such as the specificity and information content of a concept, and the linguistic path length between two concepts. In addition to ontology reasoning, other approaches for mapping text queries are to compare queries against the text descriptions associated with concepts [22] or to expand queries with related terms [19] . The expanded terms as well as their weights can be learnt from training examples [2] or external information such as Internet [19] . Our proposed approach is mainly based on ontology reasoning. Both concepts and query terms are viewed as vectors (or points) in OSS for similarity (or distance) comparison.
MODELING SEMANTIC SPACE
Intuitively the abstract space of real world R can be viewed as the space spanned by low-level feature space (L) and word or concept space (W), i.e.,
We estimate the semantic space with the space spanned by concepts. Denote ci ∈ W as the i th concept, the semantic space is described by
where ci is a basis concept. Each concept ci is associated with a detector dc i (or classifier) learnt with low-level features as follows
Generally modeling R with the known concepts and their detectors is computationally intractable due to the richness of human vocabulary and the limited computing power. Our aim here is to approximate R with the available set of concepts, and form a computable space that allows effective and meaningful comparison with unseen vocabularies.
OSS Construction
Given n concepts, the semantic space in Eqn (2) is constructed by computing the pair-wise similarity of each concept pair. The similarity is based on the ontology distance which utilizes the is-a structural relationship among concepts. With WordNet as an example, the is-a relationship can be viewed as a graph with nodes representing concepts and edges representing the concept relatedness. The distance between two concepts is dependent on the specificity of concepts and the path length from one concept to the other by traversing the edges. The specificity of a concept is defined by the depth of the concept in the graph, where depth is ordered according to the levels of is-a relationship. For instance, the concept car is under its ancestor vehicle and thus resides deeper than vehicle in WordNet. We employ WUP [27] to measure the ontology similarity of a concept pair ci and cj. WUP considers the speficity, path length and common ancestor of concepts. Let pij as the lowest common ancestor of ci and cj, the similarity is
where D returns the depth of a concept, and L gives the path length of two concepts. Based on Eqn (4), a n-by-n matrix O which encapsulates the all-pair similarities of n concepts are computed. Each row of O, denoted as oi, outlines the similarities of concept i with other concepts. The n-dimensional vector oi is viewed as a concept vector ci, i.e., we set
To make the semantic space (SS) complete and compact, the basis concepts need to be estimated. Assuming SS is a linear space, the bases can be found with techniques such as manifold learning, factor analysis and clustering techniques. Here we adopt clustering for estimation in order not to transform the space and to directly select a subset of concept vectors as the basis concepts. This would facilitate computation and make the space interpretable with each basis representing a concept, although other techniques like principal component analysis (PCA) can ensure the orthogonality of bases.
Since the new space formed by r < n selected basis concepts is ontology-enriched, we name the semantic space OSS − a linear approximation of semantic space enhanced with ontology relationship. With r bases, each concept is projected to OSS and described as a vector of r dimensions.
Metric in OSS
Since OSS is a linear space, many known metrics can be employed to characterize distance. We use cosine similarity for measuring the relatedness of concept vectors. Given an unseen concept cu, a r-dimensional vector cu is first formed by measuring the W U P similarity of cu with r basis concepts c b . The vector cu can be represented as a linear expansion
where ω b is the WUP similarity between cu and c b . The cosine similarity between two concepts cu and ci is then measured as
Note that the similarity is not only based on the ontology relationship between concepts cu and ci, but is also with respect to their relatedness to other basis concepts in OSS.
Compared to other ontology measures such as Resnik [20] and WUP [27] , OSS is a metric space. It is not hard to show that other measures violate metric properties. Take the graph structure in Figure 3 as an example, the path length of (b, a) + (a, c) ≤ (b, c) violates triangle inequality. Similarly, suppose each node is attached with information content (IC), then IC(e) + IC(d) ≥ IC(f ). Since IC is used as a similarity measure and inversely proportional to distance, IC based approach is also not a metric.
OSS versus WordNet
To fully reveal the benefit of OSS, we contrast the major difference of measuring concept similarity in OSS and in the original ontology space (WordNet). In brief, the concept similarity in OSS is globally determined with the aid of basis concepts. While in WordNet, most linguistic reasoning methods utilize the local structure (depth, path length, specificity) peculiar to a sub-graph for measuring similarity. Consequently, a uniform and objective comparison of similarity scores obtained from different sub-graphs of WordNet becomes difficult.
EXPLORING OSS
With OSS as a computable platform, we explore several search related tasks including concept development, queryconcept mapping and multi-modality fusion in this section.
Concept Development
Developing concept detectors is generally a time consuming task due to the need for collecting and annotating training samples. As a consequence, building detectors for all human-known concepts is unrealistic, but determining the kinds of concepts to be developed becomes a timely and practical issue. In [15] , the empirical study indicates that the priority should be given to frequent concepts and scenebased concepts which could benefit most search queries. In OSS, the priority determination is based on the generalization power of concepts, by modeling the inter-concept relationship. The generalization can be identified based on the suitability of a concept being selected as a basis to fill the semantic space.
To illustrate the idea, we use MediaMill-101 concepts [24] as an example to show the selection of basis concepts. Initially the matrix O which describes the ontological relationship among concepts is computed. Each concept is then represented as a high dimensional vector as in Eqn (5). The concept vectors are hierarchically clusters with agglomerative algorithm and consequently form a dendrogram as illustrated in Figure 5 (a). With our approach, the correlation among concepts is nicely captured as observed in Figures 5(b) -(d) which highlights some groupings in the dendrogram. Basically concepts related to vehicle (5(b)) and sport (5(d)) are correctly grouped. To select the bases of MediaMill-101 concepts, we employ the inconsistent coefficient [10] to find the best possible concept clusters in the dendrogram (details in Section 5.1). The concepts nearer to cluster centroids are then selected from each cluster as the bases of OSS. Table 1 shows the few selected basis concepts and their clusters. To enhance the generalization power of a semantic space, theoretically one should develop the detectors for basis concepts, which guarantee a high coverage. Nevertheless, practically some basis concepts are harder to build (e.g., entertainment) or less feasible than its member (e.g., golf versus soccer). Under these cases, the bases can still be utilized as references in the semantic space, while other developed concept detectors can model their ontological relationship with reference to the bases. Compared with [15] which concludes one should develop frequent and scene-based concepts, the MediaMill-101 bases picked by our approach are mostly general concepts (e.g., water and vehicle), implying more training examples for concept development. While this might be a good news that the selected basis concepts are easier to build, there is still a fundamental issue that general concepts normally include more varieties in appearance and thus could be harder to develop (e.g., vehicle versus car).
Query-to-Concept Mapping
Given a text query Q = {q1, . . . , qm} with m terms, the task is to rank n concepts in the set C according to their importance and relevancy to the query. The top-k concept detectors can then be utilized for video search. With OSS, the similarity between a query term qi and a concept cj is computed via Eqn (6) and Eqn (7). The top-1 concept, for instance, is selected aŝ c = argmax
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
A query term qi normally carries multiple senses (meanings). WSD is to estimate the actual sense of qi jointly with other senses of terms in query Q. Suppose there are m terms and each term has p senses, there are m p ways of interpreting Q. A greedy approach commonly adopted in WSD is to find a combination that maximizes the overlap of senses for all terms in Q. With OSS, the greedy approach can be easily house  building  office  road  map  flag  boat  aircraft  bicycle  vehicle  tank  motorbike  car  truck  bus  candle  screen  weapon  chair  table  newspaper  river  water  waterfall  face  food 
where
The queryQ is then used for performing query-concept mapping. Basically, WSD is a query preprocessing step aiming to predict the search intention of queries which are usually short and imprecise.
Multi-modality Fusion
OSS guarantees the consistent measurement of concept similarity. In OSS, concepts can be effectively clustered according to their ontological relatedness. Figure 6 shows the 2-dimensional distribution of MediaMill-101 concepts in OSS with multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). Apparently, these concepts form few clusters sparsely distributed in the space. Our aim here is to explore the correlation of these concept clusters with multi-modality features, and subsequently utilize the correlation of cluster-modality pairs for fusion. The task is similar to query-class dependent fusion [28] , where each cluster represents a class appropriate for answering a group of queries with similar type. In our case, a query Q is projected to OSS to locate one or multiple clusters, and the clusters provide information on how to fuse multi-modality features by examining the correlation of cluster-modality pairs.
We adopt the fuzzy synthetic evaluation [21] to estimate the correlation between concept clusters and multi-modality We want to estimate the fuzzy correlation of two sets, i.e., R ∈ F (V × U ), where R is a relation matrix and F is a fuzzy set. The matrix R is in the form of
where rij specifies the relation of modality i to cluster j. The relation matrix R can be estimated with training or subjective pairwise evaluation. We adopt the first scheme and the details will be discussed in the experiment (Section 5.4).
The relation R basically determines a fuzzy transformation T R from U to V, described as
A query Q = {q1, q2, . . .} is converted to a fuzzy vector P = [p1, . . . , pn] by applying the membership function U (qi) for every query term. The function U assigns each qi a belonging score to clusters via Eqn (7) in OSS, and then outputs P with pi describes the similarity of clusters to query term qi. The vector P is further transformed with fuzzy mapping as follows
where • is a fuzzy composition operation. The transformation produces a vector W = [w1, . . . , wm] with wi specifies the weight (importance) of i th modality with respect to the given query Q. The vector W can be employed directly for the linear fusion of multi-modalities.
EXPERIMENTS
We use the automatic search task of TRECVID 2005 video dataset [25] for experiment evaluation. The video archive contains one-month's (November 2004) broadcast videos collecting from multi-lingual sources including English, Chinese and Arabic languages. The testing data, containing 79,484 shots (about 85 hours of videos), is used for assessing the performance of OSS in video search. Twenty four search topics (see Table 4 ), together with their ground-truth provided by TRECVID'05, are used for the experiments. We only use the text queries of search topics, imagining that most users perform search with a short description of words. For the semantic concepts, we use MediaMill-101 concept detectors [24] . We remove the concepts not defined in WordNet, resulting in 80 detectors. The actual senses of each concept in WordNet are manually assigned based on visual impression. For ease of evaluation, we only assign one sense to each concept, although multiple sense assignment is possible in OSS. In the experiments, we test the selection of single and multiple concepts per search topic respectively for retrieval. The retrieved items (shots) are ranked according to their scores to the selected concept detector(s). The search performance is then evaluated with mean average precision (M AP ), where AP is defined as
where R is the number of relevant shots to a search topic, Rj is the number of relevant shots in the top-j retrieved shots, and Ij = 1 if the shot ranked at j th position is relevant and 0 otherwise. We set k=1000, following the standard of search task in TRECVID. M AP is the mean AP of all search topics.
Basis Selection vs. Search
We first demonstrate the construction of OSS by showing the selection of basis concepts versus search performance based on MediaMill-101 detectors. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is initially performed to group the concepts, and Figure 5(a) shows the dendrogram. To select the OSS basis concepts, we employ the inconsistency coefficient [10] to find the best possible concept clusters in the dendrogram. Denote l as a link connecting two clusters, the coefficient τ (l) of the link is computed as
where len(l) is the length of link l, defined as the centroid distance between two clusters connected by l. The µ(l) and σ(l) specify the average length and standard deviation of all links under l respectively. The coefficient τ (l) basically characterizes the tightness of a grouping under the link l, by comparing its length with all links under this grouping. The lower the value of τ , the more similar the concepts under Figure 7 shows the number of clusters (y-axis) whose links are below a given coefficient value (x-axis). The result indicates that the best possible case happens when there are 58 concept clusters, where the τ (l) increases slightly from 0 but with a dramatic jump of 80 to 58 concepts. Table 1 shows few basis concepts and their cluster members. Basically, a basis concept is the most centrally located concept in the cluster.
To verify that the choice of bases under the dendrogram of 80 concepts, we conduct an experiment to measure the search performance by varying the number of selected bases. Figure 8 shows the M AP of 24 search topics against different choices of OSS bases. Each search topic is assigned one concept in this experiment. The search performance improves when more bases are included to span the semantic space. The M AP reaches the highest when the number of bases is equal to 58. The performance starts to drop from this point onwards when more bases are considered. The result indeed aligns with the observation obtained from τ (l) coefficient which indicates 58 clusters are enough to represent the 80 concepts in MediaMill-101.
The performance of OSS could be theoretically explained by the completeness and independence of the space. Underestimating the number of bases results in the lack of bases to span the semantic space. The incompleteness causes the deficiency of vector representation in the space. Overestimating the number of bases, on the other hand, affects the independence of basis vectors. The correlation of concept vectors could not be properly measured with the inclusion of the redundant information. Due to the use of clustering, the selected basis concepts are not strictly orthogonal to each other and are asymmetrically distributed. As the number of bases increases beyond a certain limit, the asymmetric distribution can actually bias the similarity measurement of concept vectors.
Word Sense Disambiguation
Prior to video search, a pre-processing step is to infer the actual senses of query terms. In this experiment, we explore OSS for word sense disambiguation as presented in Section 4.3. We compare the performance of OSS with Lesk algorithm [1] which is commonly adopted for sense disambiguation. Table 2 summarizes the comparison of experimenting 24 TRECVID search topics composing of 70 query terms. The topics form a total of 852 possible sense combinations. Both OSS and Lesk algorithm estimate the best combination of sense for each topic. The task is basically performed by finding the combination that maximizes the all-pair similarities of senses. In OSS, each sense is represented as a vector, and the similarity of two senses is directly computed with Eqn (7). In Lesk algorithm, the similarity is based on the amount of overlap (in words) between the definitions of two senses. The performance of OSS and Lesk is judged based on the percentage of senses being correctly predicted. In the experiment, the groundtruth of each termsense assignment is manually judged. The result in Table 2 indicates that both OSS and Lesk can correctly predict 80% of actual senses. The performance of OSS is slightly better than Lesk algorithm. The result indeed shows the benefit of OSS − the ontology enriched space achieves competitive performance as Lesk algorithm even though the definitions of senses are not utilized for similarity comparison.
Concept-based Video Search
We compare OSS with five other popular ontology measures: LCH [12] , WUP [27] , RES [20] , LIN [14] and JCN [11] for video search. The first two measures use path length information, while the last three utilize information content [20] . In the experiments, we use WordNet as the ontology for all the measures. Denote D as the depth and I as the information content of a concept, L as the path length between two concepts, and pij as the common ancestor of concepts ci and cj. The measures are defined as
RES(ci, cj) = I(pij)
where δ is the maximum depth of WordNet. The information content is estimated based on the one-million-word Brown Corpus of American English [4] . For OSS, as presented in Section 5.1, a total of 58 basis concepts is selected. Each concept in OSS is thus represented as a 58-dimensional vector. The concept vectors are compared via cosine similarity as in Eqn (7). Table 3 shows the performance comparison of six different measures with single-concept selection on 24 search topics. Table 4 lists the detailed performances of WUP, RES and OSS on the 24 search topics. Basically path length approaches like WUP are straightforward but sensitive to the outcomes of word sense disambiguation. When incorrect senses (e.g., Topic-160) are assigned, inappropriate concept detectors (e.g., grass) will be selected. Information contentbased approaches like RES, on the other hand, are sensitive to the statistics of corpus. For instance, the concept soccer is not selected in Topic-171 simply because the information content of soccer is 0 in the corpus. OSS, using a completely different methodology, does not suffer from these shortcomings. The basis concepts provide a relatively robust measure by modeling the inter-concept relationship. The modeling makes the measure less sensitive to word disambiguation while guaranteeing global consistency of similarity scores. Comparing with the recent results (M AP = 0.0485) in [22] where there is a pool of 363 detectors for the 24 search topics, our results are indeed encouraging. Table 5 shows the M AP performance of different approaches when the best three concepts are selected for query answering. Table 6 further lists the first three detectors selected by OSS. The M AP performances of all approaches, particularly the LCH, WUP and JCN, are improved when comparing to single concept selection. Overall, OSS still exhibits the best performance. However, the performances of few topics degrade. It is partially because these topics have less than three related concepts. Selecting multiple concepts may introduce irrelevant detectors (e.g., the male and female in Topic-166) and worsen the precision. On the other hand, the concept selection does not take into account the reliability of detectors. Including more detectors could probably degrade the performance supposing detectors with less reliability are selected (e.g., the chair in Topic-172).
During retrieval, the score of a retrieved item is computed as the linear sum of the concept detectors' responses weighted by their similarities to the given query. We notice that the setting of weight is an important factor for analyzing the performances of difference measures. For instance, due to the limited pool of detectors, the first three selected concepts of OSS, WUP and JCN are similar. However, because OSS is able to assign proper weights to concepts due to the use of basis concepts, the semantic importance of concepts towards queries can be better characterized. For instance, in Topic-161, WUP assigns higher weights to people and house (1.0) than crowd (0.9). Similarly, JCN assigns 1.0 to people, 0.99 to house but 0.112 to crowd. OSS gives a relatively reasonable weight combination (1.0 for people, 0.94 for house, 0.935 for crowd). The consistency in concept measurement, and thus the ability in assigning proper concept combination, indeed leads to the performance stability of OSS in both single and multiple concept selections. 
Multi-Modality Fusion
In this experiment, we demonstrate that OSS can be employed for multi-modality fusion, by considering the abilities of concept clusters in query answering. Through training, we estimate the importance of each concept cluster to two modalities: retrieval-by-ASR (text baseline) and retrievalby-concept. The information gathered for each cluster is then adopted for the late fusion of two modalities. As presented in Section 4.4, the task is similar to query-class dependent fusion, where each concept cluster is in charge of answering a group of queries which requires a specific way of multi-modality fusion. However, different from conventional approaches [28] , we do not perform query classification. Instead, we measure the significance of each concept cluster to a query directly in the ontology-enriched semantic space. All clusters are involved in determining the weights for fusion depending on their significance towards a query.
Based on the OSS constructed in Section 5.1, each concept is described as a 58-dimensional vector. We empirically set the number of concept clusters as 14 and apply k-means to divide the concepts into 14 partitions. We add in one extra cluster for "name entity" resulting in 15 concept clusters as listed in Table 7 . With the clusters, we learn the relation matrix R in Eqn (11) using the TRECVID 2005 development set. Denote V as the retrieval-by-concept modality, and T as the retrieval-by-ASR modality. For V -modality, the weight rV i for cluster i is estimated based on the M AP of its detectors in the development set. For T -modality, the weight rT i for cluster i is estimated by the probability of finding their concepts in the speech transcripts of concept ground-truth. For instance in Cluster-10, the rV 10 is the M AP performance of three detectors (beach, mountain, snow), while rT 10 is the probability of observing the three words in the transcripts of shots containing the three concepts. One exception is Cluster-15 for name entity, where we set rV 15 = 0 and rT 15 = 1, assuming that there is no concept detector available for the majority of name entities. Given a query Q, a fuzzy vector P is first obtained by applying Eqn (12) . The vector is computed by measuring the similarity of each query term with the cluster centroids in the semantic space. With Eqn (13), P and R are combined through fuzzy composition. The transformation then produces the fusion weights W = [WV , WT ] for retrieval by concept and ASR modalities respectively.
To verify the proposed approach, we compare our approach (OSS) with two heuristic linear fusion strategies: weighted average fusion (WAF) and pseudo query-class dependent fusion (PQF). In WAF, we empirically assign the fusion weights of 0.6 to ASR modality and 0.4 to concept modality. In PQR, for queries with name entity, the ASR modality is given a weight of 0.7 while the concept modality is given 0.3. Otherwise, we set the weights of both modalities as 0.5. The performances are compared against the text baseline (retrieval-by-ASR) implemented based on Lemur [13] . Table 8 shows the comparison of four different approaches. Basically all fusion techniques improve over the ASR baseline, indicating the usefulness of concept modality. Among these techniques, OSS achieves the highest AP for 13 search topics, most of them are non-name-entity queries. Overall, compared with the fixed-weight setting as in WAF and PQR, OSS achieves the most improvement (53.46%) over the baseline. This indicates that OSS, incorporating with fuzzy transformation, is capable of estimating appropriate fusion weights. Take Topic-156 and Topic-171 as examples, OSS shows significant improvement as the related concepts (Cluster-3) are semantically grouped, and the relation matrix R takes into account the reliability of detectors. We find that there are 6 topics, including 2 name entity queries, where OSS does not improve over baseline. We investigate the results and notice that the reason is indeed because we use cluster centroids for comparing the similarities with query terms. This somehow makes the fusion weights under or over estimating the importance of particular modality. We believe a better cluster-query similarity measurement can further boost the performance of OSS.
CONCLUSION
We have presented OSS as a new computable platform for the uniform and consistent measurement of concept similar- ity and combination. The platform, aiming at a high coverage of semantic space with a minimal concept set, shapes the ways of modeling concept inter-relatedness, while providing guideline for concept development. To show the feasibility of OSS, we explore and experiment several search related tasks including query-concept mapping and multi-modality fusion. Our findings show that, due to the uniform way of assessing similarity, OSS is a feasible solution for large-scale video search, concept combination, and query dependent fusion with concept clusters. Currently we assume that OSS exists in a linear space for computational reason. Whether a nonlinear space assumption is feasible for OSS remains an unanswered issue that worths further investigation. A useful resource currently not explored in OSS is the cooccurrence statistics of concepts in video data. The statistics can be directly utilized for basis concept selection, amending the semantic space such that the co-occurred behavior can also be modeled. Under such circumstance, the space is enriched with both ontology semantic and statistics useful for video search. Developing the basis concepts in this space as detectors could be more realistic since the statistics indeed hint the utility and observability of the concepts. In addition to positively correlated concepts, the set of negative concepts (e.g., indoor versus outdoor) is also a useful piece of information for fast pruning in video search as presented in [15] . It is possible to have another "negatively correlated" semantic space, complementary to OSS, to allow fast filtering one on hand, and effective searching on the other hand. We will consider both aspects (co-occurrence and negative correlation) as the future extension of OSS.
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